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Cautions on Safety 

Don't let the baby or child use or play on it. 

If the wire is broken or it doesn't work, please stop using it. 
Turn off the electricity and pull out the plug at once. Please 
consult the dealer or go to the maintenance place first. 

If you feel uncomfortable or feel bad at the strong stimulus 
when you're using, or feel the machine abnormal, please 
cut off the electricity and stop using it. 

Don't use it when the surface is broken.Please consult the 
dealer or go to the maintenance place first. 

If you have following problems, please consult your doctors 
before using: 
Accepting treatment at present or feel bad, vertebra abnormal, 
vertebra crooked, having acute disease, hyperplasia, 
intervertebral disc protruding, pregnant, having menstruation, 
having high fever and so on. 

Don't put the hand into the working part of the Chair. 

Before you adjust the angle, make sure there is nothing or 
nobody behind the machine, and there is enough room 
behind it. 

Don't use it when bare-backed or wet over. 

Don't use it in the bathroom where there is a lot of moisture. 
Besides, don't let the remote control drop into the water. 

Please keep away from direct sunlight or heating appliances 
like heat stove. 

Don't use diluents, volatile oil or bleaching powder will 
cause cloth change color or damaged. 



Functions & Specialties 

Inside the back part, there is an exclusive walking massage mechanism with 
the coverage of the whole back; the mechanism can massage automatically in 
the 4 mobile scopes from neck to waist; thru the button control, it can also stop 
at any suitable spot. This mechanism has a strong function; the operation thru 
the controller can realize the following modes: 

1 .The kneading and pinching massage 
This exclusive mechanism can imitate the specialized massagist to pull, press, 

knead and pinch the painful and numb muscles on the back with gentle excitation 
to the muscles to restore their elasticity and strengthen the blood circulation on the 
massaged spot, and let the body to relax in a limited time. 

2.Swaying-massage 
Not only does relaxing swaying-massage adjust the position of spinal column and 

shake each vertebra and ligament, but also rectifies spinal column, stimulates 
sympathetic nerve, activates the cells and promotes blood-cycle. 

3.The finger pressing massage 
Inside the mechanism there is a finger pressing wheel that imitates the hand 

finger pressing and carries on the pressing-relaxing motions repeatedly on the 
important points on human back with suitable force. The 3 adjustable finger widths 
help excite the back effectively to allow for smoother blood flow, fully activated human 
potentials and fortified human immunity. 

4.The vibrating massage 
The vibrating massage machine at the cushion can produce durative massage 

vibration wave which forms an efficient excitation to the leg, promote the blood 
circulation in the capillary vessels and relieve the tiredness quickly. 

5.Thigh-massage 
Eight massage-heads are equipped at the thigh part of the cushion to give soft but 

powerful massage, which helps promptly mitigate ache in the thigh. 

6.Calf-massage 
Kneading-massage: The equipment can do kneading-massage on the calf from 

ascend to bottom or from bottom to ascend to release the fatigue in the calf. Flexible 
massage-heads of the kneading-massage system are scattered in the side of the calf. 
Well-distributed strength of kneading makes it more comfortable. 



Functions & Specialties 

7.Negative ion healthy oxygen-bar 
This equipment is designed to be your negative ion healthy oxygen-bar. It can 

bring you natural enjoyments as you have experienced in forests, at seashores 
and cataracts. The negative ion can raise the density of oxygen in the air, so it is 
helpful to solve the problems such as fatigue because of lack of oxygen in sealed 
rooms, brain hypoxia and anoxic skin-aging . It makes you energetic every minute. 

8.Angle-adjusting function 
Two restriction-free pneumatic angle-adjusting instruments are specially designed. 

Working-angle of the backrest and the foot-shelf can adjust freely according to what 
your preference. Any massage posture can be satisfied. You can be sitting or even 
lying to enjoy the massage. 

9. Electronic timer 
The inserted electronic timer can time automatically after starting up. It can turn 

off after working a fixed time. This function can avoid the waste of energy and 
excessive stimulation because of forgetting to turn off. 

10. Automatic program include kinds of massage skills, massage time can be adjusted. 

Specifications 
Rated voltage: 100V-120V AC Q 220V-240V AC 
Rated frequency: 50160HZ 
Power consumption: 130W 
Working time: 15minutes 
Weight: 48 kg 
Volume: high1 000 X width700 X depth900 mm 
Safety devices: over heat proof devices, electronic timer 
IEC 60335-2-3211 993 

% Note: Specifications are subject to change without notice. 



Names and Functions of Parts 

Back Cushion 

Offer you a soft and comfortable situation. 
If you want a stronger stimulus, turn it back 

Back "t 

Movable massage 
system inside 

Remote Control Box 

Back Adjusting Pole 
Use atmospheric pressure adjustment 

Feet-lying Shelve Angle 
Adjusting Pole 

, ion function 

X Note: Specifications are subject to change without notice. 



Preparations Before Using 

I .Open the pack of the massage-chair and carry the chassis out with 4 people( Don' t 
lift the handrails roughly). Please keep the Instructions and Guarantee safe. 

2.Turn over the backrest cautiously. Fasten the orientation sheath at the lower end of 
the backrest and the pneumatic spring at the lower part of the chair with provided 
bolts and block-forelocks. 

3.Find the power cords under the chair. Connect 
the plugs of the same color tight. 

4.Leave certain room around the massage-chair 
to avoid colliding other substances when adjusting 
the angle and turning the chair. 

5.Finishing assemblage, insert the power plug into 
the socket and turn on the power switch at the 
lower part on the right side of backrest, then you switcl? 

can use the telecontrol panel to select massage 
functions and enjoy relaxing, healthy and 
comfortable massage. Fuse 





Proper Ways of Using 

I Start the massage-chair 
Press the button f? on the telecontrol panel of the massage-chair, and it will 
be ready to work. 

I1 Set the time of massage 
After starting the massage-chair. press the time-selecting button 
time setting. Three alternatives are available; they are 5-minute.10-minute 
and 15-minute. From the display you can see the set working time. 

111 Automatic massage program 
When automatic massage is preferred, press the button , and the 
massage-chair will be ready to massage automatically. Under this condition, 
the massage equipment will knead the back and the leg automatically 
according to the computer program complemented inside. 

1. Select kneading st le 
Press the button & and the massage-chair begins to knead the back. 
Usually the implicit route of the massage-chair is 
select different kneading scopes using the button , or you can also 
move the massage equipment to locate the knea 
button and m. 

2. Select swavina stvle 
< - .  

Press the button and the massage-chair begins to sway the back. 
Usually the impli of the massage-chair is 
select different swaying scopes using the button 
move t age ' ent to locate the swa 
button and 

3. Select finger-pressing style 
Press the button , and the massage-chair begins to massage the 
back with finger-pressing. Usually the implicit route of the massage-chair 
is the whole body. Different finger-pressing scopes can be selected through 
the button 

4. Select the speed of massage 
When the massage-chair is at rate of kneading or swinging can be 
adjusted by pressing the button . Three alternative rates are available. 
From the display, you can see different rates selection from L1 to L3. And 
different massage rate can be selected as needed. 



Proper Ways of Using 

5. Choosing massage areas 

P r e s s  , you can choose one of the three massage areas. 
When it is chosen, the indicator light relative to it will be on. 

It will give massage up It will give massage up and It will give massage up and 
and down from your neck down fromyour neck part to down fromyour lower back 
to your waist. the upper back. to your waist part. 

Press ( or , the massage device of backrest will move up or 
down. On release of the button, the mechanism stops for spot massage.The 
pressing massage can' t spot massage. 

V Thigh-massage 
Press the button , the instruments at the cushion will take relaxing 
massage on the thigh. Press this buttonagain to turn off this function. 

VI Calf-massage 
The equipment imitates the hand to knead and extrude on the calf. And this 
stimulates the leg blood circulation, relaxes the leg muscles and releases ache 
and anaesthesia. 

l Press the button and the massage-chair begins to massage the calf. 
Press this button again to stop massaging. 

Press the button to adjust the kneading style. Three modes are available. 
From the display, you can see different mode selected, from L1 to L3. And different 
modes can be selected as needed. 

W Adjust back angle 
If you want to make the chair back down, lean against the back and pull the back 
adjusting pole, when found a proper site, loosen adjusting of back will be lock. 
When want the chair back up, leave the back and pull the back adjusting pole. 

% It will not effect with the massage function when adjust the chair angle. 



Proper Ways of Using 

W1 Adjust foot-shelves 
Pull the foot-shelves angle adjusting pulling-pole under the left handrail upward 
and lift feet slightly, then the foot-shelves will lift automatically. 
When you need lower the foot-shelves, put your legs on the foot-shelves slightly 
and pull the foot-shelves angle adjusting pulling-pole on the left, then the foot- 
shelves will lower slowly. 
When you need adjust the length of the foot-shelves, please pull the adjusting 
pole on the right upward, move the foot-shelf forward or backward to convenient 
position, then release the adjusting pole. And the foot-shelves will be locked there. 

IX Finish operation 
After operation, please turn off the power switch of the massage-chair , take the 
plug off the socket and put the telecontrol panel in the hoarding-box under the 
right handrail of the massage chair. 

Ways of storage 

a 
c- 

Please keep it where it is dry and there's less dust. 
0 Damp and dust will shorten the machine's life and may become the 

causes of moldy or dirty marks. 
Please keep away from direct sunlight or heating appliances like heat 
stove. 

Q The surface may change color or lose high quality. 

Make sure the power is turned off, and pull out the plug from the outlet 
when it is dept. Besides don't use wet hands to pull or insert the plug. 

Q To avoid electric shock. 

Don't use diluents, volatile oil or bleaching powder. 
Q will cause cloth change color or damaged. 

Use lukewarm water or thinner soapsuds (neuter detergent) drop into 
the soft cloth and then dry it to wipe. 
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